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Acknowledgement of Country

Click to upload logo

We acknowledge the    
people as the traditional custodians of the lands and waters where our 
centre is located and recognise their continuing connection to country. 
We pay our respects to Elders past and present, and extend that respect 
to all Aboriginal peoples. 
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Service Context

Context
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Statement of Philosophy

Context
Enter your site philosophy in the box below, or alternatively attach as an additional 
document via the Comment option under the Tools tab 
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Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety 

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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Quality Area 3: Physical Environment

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review 
and evaluate
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community
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5
Review 
and evaluate

Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership

Strengths With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community



2022

Includes:

• Learning Improvement goals

• National Quality Framework priorities

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Preschool Quality Improvement Planning handbook explains how to do this. In addition your education director will

provide support.

• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the director/principal, governing council chairperson and education director.

• Email this plan (steps 1 – 3) to your education director.

• Ensure your preschool quality improvement plan is readily available on request to parents and families, and officers of the Education Standards Board.

• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the year.

• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year.

• Your complete quality improvement plan should be reviewed and updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice contact your local education team.
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Quality Improvement Plan for 



Goal 1:

Challenge of practice: 

Success criteria
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
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Actions NQS links Timeline Roles and responsibilities Resources

Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 1 continued
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1Learning Improvement Plan

Goal 2:

Challenge of practice: 

Success criteria



Actions NQS links Timeline Roles and responsibilities Resources

Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 2 continued

Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1
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Priority NQS links Key steps Timeline Resources Roles and responsibilities

National Quality Framework priorities 
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Endorsements

Endorsed by director/principal
Name

Date

Name

Date

Endorsed by governing council chairperson

Name

Date

Endorsed by education director 


	Service name: Forbes Children's Centre (Preschool)
	Service approval number: SE-00010358
	Service Context: Children's Centres for Early Childhood Development and Parenting (Children's Centres) are a South Australian Government initiative that supports children's development, health, learning and wellbeing.  We provide integrated early childhood programs and family services in which professionals agencies, service providers, families and the local community work together to provide high quality programs for children and family support services.  Forbes Children's Centre was opened by the Honourable Jay Weatherill, Minister for Early Childhood Development, on the 1st December 2010 in recognition as part of the initiative and offers programs and services for children and families in partnership with the Department of Education and Child Development, Inner Southern Community Health; Child Youth and Women's Health Service; Disability SA; SA Health; Department of Child Protection, community groups and other organisations and agencies identified through discussions with the local families and community. Forbes Children's Centre provides a caring, inclusive and welcoming environment where children can engage in  learning and families can access a range of services to support their parenting needs.  Our Centre is an architecturally designed purpose built facility on the grounds of the Forbes Primary School. The community/parent managed, not-for-profit long day care program has a waitlist for enrolments.  There is a priority of access for long day care and the preschool.  The long day care fees are used to pay for resources and equipment, nutritious meals for children, staffing, professional development and training, utilities, building improvements, and new resources to benefit children, families, staff and the community.
	Name: Amy Morgan
	Name_2: Catherine Magraith
	Date_2: 15/02/2022
	Name_3: 
	Date_3: 
	Date: 29/11/2021
	Click to upload logo_af_image: 
	acknowledgement: Kaurna
	Quality Area 2: Children's Health and Safety: Practice is embedded in service operations:·   Playspaces is embedded as a practice to maximise primary caregivers capacity to be responsive to the changing health, physical and emotional needs of children ·   Health care plans and procedure for ensuring safe administering of medication are logical and easy for families to access and follow. ·   Regular provision of nutritious (as per the `Get up and grow' guidelines) and varied meals that have a cultural influence (including halal and vegan options).  Meal times are unhurried, flexible and support children with independent skills such as making their own choices and helping to pack up afterwards.  Meal times are set up to be inviting with real plates/ bowls·  Extended access to nature play outdoor learning environments and an understanding of its importance.  Indoor and outdoor opportunities daily provide children with the option of choosing where to  play.  ·  A social worker is available on site to consult around supporting children and families at risk of abuse and neglect. ·  Educator to child ratios regularly exceed required ratios.   Practice is informed by critical reflection:·  Supervision plans exist within all learning spaces that are specific to the environment and particular group of children that are being accessed.·  Risk benefit assessments are regularly completed by educators and children with the setup of new experiences and opportunities.·  Robust conversations guided by contemporary literature are embraced to provide children's developing sense of safety and risk Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community:·  Flexible child initiated routines are established in consultation with families·  Motor to the Max (a fundamental movement program for 3 ½ to 5 year olds) is implemented in partnership with the University of South Australia·  We utilise the outdoor school learning environments for extended gross motor experiences and to familiarise children who will possibly transition to Forbes PS. ·  Provision of health services on site (CYHS nurse consultations). ·  Behaviour support plans are informed by multidisciplinary teams and families to ensure plans are effective and focused on meeting children's needs for successful and safe engagement·  Work in partnership with our local chemist to support families and the centre with safe administration of medications·  Work in partnership with foodbank to provide food relief for families experiencing food insecurity 
	Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice: Practice is embedded in service operations:·  Assessment and information about children's learning is provided in a way that is inclusive of our diverse community and responsive to feedback including use of electronic media, floorbooks, parent interviews and informal conversations.·  Practices are inspired by Reggio Emilia Approach to education where children are viewed as capable, confident valuable members of our community.·  Responsive educators developing secure attachments (trained in circle of security, Marte Meo techniques, SMART and  attachment theory) ·  Utilising EYLF, literacy and numeracy indicators, RR&R to ensure curriculum is inclusive, play based, builds on children's interests and provides a balance of intentional teaching and spontaneous learning experiences·  Regular professional development opportunities are provided to ensure contemporary understandings of early childhood pedagogy are embedded within the curriculum.·  Educators are given above award required time off the floor to develop learning experiences for individuals and groups of children. Practice is informed by critical reflection:·Educational programs throughout the Centre are informed by the AEDC data with the Centre looking at preventative rather than restorative practices in regards to children's development holistically.·  Education and care meet every year to look at DATA sets, analyse and reflect on practices and plan for the new year.·  Educational leaders meeting each term for team leaders to develop skills and understandings in key ideas like cultural competence, collaborative leadership, intentional teaching.· Children's behaviour support plans are informed by critical reflections upon the child's behaviour as a form of communication. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community:· Inclusion of children with special rights including regular individual learning plans or One Plan which provide a strength based partnership approach with families and agencies towards developing common goals for individual children.·  Implementing curriculum plans that reflect child and parent voice·  Displays of learning documented / displayed in a respectful way for families to appreciate their child's learning·  Routines that are child focused, home-like and predictable but flexible to meet children's needs·  Children have opportunities to make choices in their environment  based on intrinsic motivations and have time to revisit these experiences over time
	Quality Area 3: Physical Environment: Practice is embedded in service operations:·  Beautiful architecturally designed building which provides large spaces and abundant natural light·  Indoor equipment made from natural materials and of high quality/ child sized and arranged to facilitate choice.  Areas set up to allow for varied learning opportunities.·  Natural materials being offered in both indoor and outdoor play spaces·  Opportunities for children to engage with natural play spaces and sustainable practices (herb garden, worm farm, recycling program)·  Outdoor nature based play experiences that provide a balance of challenge, risk and active engagement as well as quiet reflective and sensory play.Practice is informed by critical reflection:·  Generous budgets to purchase new equipment throughout each year·  Physical environments are inclusive of all children and have been assessed / adjusted to support children with varying physical abilities. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community:·  Visits to other sites to see how environments are set up and to gain new perspectives from other professionals·  Outdoor environments developed in consultation with the whole community to provide inclusive flexible and stimulating opportunities for children to engage in nature play.
	Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements: Practice is embedded in service operations:·  Higher than required staff child ratios and consistent well qualified staff within all the rooms·  A primary caregiving model is present in all rooms based on the circle of security and attachment theory·  Strong staffing team, consistent and committed to developing strong partnerships with families to provide ongoing feedback about each child's day, planning and development.·  Release time off the floor for QIP projects, OnePlans,  ILP's, portfolios and attendance to team leaders and room meetings·  Training is provided to support development of skills in managing work places with high levels of stress.·  Leadership regularly access manager assist program to inform practice and policy around supporting staff who experience high levels of stress or anxiety in the workplace.·  Spaces for staff to retreat to during breaks that are quiet and restorative to support wellbeing.·  Above award wages and above award release time to support administrative requirements. Practice is informed by critical reflection:·  Feedback sessions are conducted for each staff member every term to reflect on individual practice in addition to contributions towards a whole Centre/integrated approach·  Professional development opportunities are offered frequently to staff·  Sound team work and an environment that fosters reflection, discussion and debate with a solution orientated perspective Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community:·  Staff are actively involved in the development of the statement of principles in partnership with families
	Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children: Practice is embedded in service operations:·  Educators who practice the philosophy of PlaySpaces to provide responsive consistent relationship support during the most difficult times of transition during the day. ·  Unhurried routines including meal times and nappy/ toileting time·  Primary caregiving which means each child has a key worker who knows their interests, strengths and challenges and the child has a safe base to explore from and return to.·  Educators across the Centre have undertaken training in circle of security and attachment theory.  Core programs that many educators undertake are Marte Meo, COS and SMART training.·  Staff are familiar with the foundational principles of EYLF particularly in regard to the relationship between children's wellbeing and learning. ·  Staffed under ratio to allow for small group interactions Practice is informed by critical reflection:·  Time is made each fortnightly curriculum meeting to reflect on both the wider group and children as individuals Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community:- ILP's conducted in partnership with families and revisited on a termly basis for reflection and updating·  One Plans conducted in partnerships with families and agencies on a regular basis.  ·  Student Review Team meetings occur each term in partnership with Develop OT to support educators knowledge and referral pathways for children 
	Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities: Practice is embedded in service operations:·  Minimum of 2 parent visits into the Centre before starting childcare/preschool programs. Families can have as many visits as they require before starting and we also offer ½ days to start so that staffcan connect with children and families at more depth prior to commencement·  Information sharing occurs through informal conversation, All About Me information sheets, enrolment interviews, learning portfolios, welcome/transition packs, newsletters and floorbooks.·  Parent handbook amended to include updated policies and procedures, recommended immunisation schedule, governance structures, student and volunteer information and single intake information in regard to preschool.·  Policy folder is easy to access and families are informed of new policies.  These are also available on our website for easy access. Our Facebook page is also actively managed.·  Regular Centre newsletters including administrative news and CDC term planner.  ·  Transitions between rooms or to school are facilitated by visits, prior and follow up communication processes with new educators and follow up communication with parents with transitions that are internal to the Centre.Practice is informed by critical reflection:·  Ongoing professional development for educators is provided focused on the importance of connecting with families and communityPractice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community:·  Families are viewed as the child's first educator and the `expert' in understanding their child as an individual·  Partnerships with families are recognised as vital in providing a responsive and engaging learning environment·  Large numbers of community based programs are offered at our Centre.  We are also connected with a large number of community services.·  Frequent tours offered for families, community members and professionals.  ·  Committees, numerous community based programs, working bees, and volunteering opportunities exist at our site.   ·  The Centre works in strong partnership with surrounding schools and preschools attending regular meetings and participating in shared initiatives. 
	Quality Area 7: Governmance and Leadership: Practice is embedded in service operations:·  Numerous initiatives to attract and retain staff including above award wages, RDO's, feedback opportunities and professional development opportunities, exceptional facilities and wellbeing focused initiatives.·  Comprehensive extended induction of new staff that includes multiple training sessions over a period of time to support understanding of whole site philosophies and practices. Practice is informed by critical reflection:·  Clear improvement priorities, provision of opportunities for shared leadership and celebration of achievement support a positive and focused work culture.·  Team meetings, team leaders meetings, staff meetings, and leadership meetings ensure regular opportunities for reflective practice and monitoring of achievements against identified priorities.·  Staff meetings consistently focus on pedagogy and provide opportunity for shared reflective dialogue as a professional learning community. ·  Professional development opportunities are provided regularly for staff based on feedback sessions and identified site priorities.  Staff are empowered to drive their own professional learning pathways consistent with individual professional interests as well as Centre priorities.·  A feedback culture is actively encouraged to support improvement and a rigorous ongoing policy review process is in place. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community:·   Statement of principles was developed in partnership with families, children and staff and then shared with the governing council and partnerships group.·  Staff parents and service providers based at the site are engaged in an annual planning day and ongoing review process to.  The Governing Council is involved in the planning and reported to regularly.
	Timeline: 
	Challenge of practice Success criteria: - There will be evidence of shared numeracy thinking and play opportunities in the group floorbooks. - Data will demonstrate children's increased numeracy vocabulary and understanding.- Children will be engaged in numeracy play experiences more often.
	Goal 1: Improve children's numeracy understanding and vocabulary through their interactions at play-based instructional teaching times, teachable moments across the day and through floorbook reflection. 
	Challenge of practice: If we implement a whole room approach to sustaining numeracy conversations through targeted experiences, we will improve children's numeracy language and understanding. 
	Goal 2: 
	Challenge of practice 2: 
	Goal 2: Actions 1: 
	Goal 2: Actions 2: 
	Goal 2: Actions 3: 
	Goal 2: Actions 4: 
	Priority Row 1: Develop outdoor area to eliminate rocks and create water channel
	Priority Row 2: Purchase more resources to support targeted numeracy play
	Priority Row 3: Consider development of yard to include further areas for gross motor play opportunities
	NQS links Row1: 2.2.13.2.1
	NQS links Row2: 1.1.13.2.2
	NQS links Row3: 3.2.12.1.3
	Key steps row 1: Amy to meet with landscaper
	Key steps row 2: 
	Key steps row 3: 
	Key steps row 4:  Connect with numeracy professionals in Early Childhood to ensure quality resources are purchased and match PQIP goal
	Key steps row 5: 
	Key steps row 6: 
	Key steps row 7: Meet with landscaper
	Key steps row 9: Take proposal to Governing Council
	Timeline Row 1: Term 4 2021 - Term 1 2022
	Timeline Row 2: 
	Timeline Row 3: 
	Timeline Row 4: Term 1 2022
	Timeline Row 5: 
	Timeline Row 6: 
	Timeline Row 7: Term 1 and Term 2 2022
	Timeline Row 8: Term 1 and Term 2 2022
	Timeline Row 9:  Term 2 2022
	Resources Row 1: BudgetGoverning Council
	Resources Row 2: 
	Resources Row 3: 
	Resources Row 4: BudgetConnection with training provider
	Resources Row 5: 
	Resources Row 6: 
	Resources Row 7: BudgetGoverning Council
	Resources Row 8: 
	Resources Row 9: 
	Roles and responsibilities Row 1: Amy to coordinate
	Roles and responsibilities Row 2: 
	Roles and responsibilities Row 3: 
	Roles and responsibilities Row 4: Amy to coordinate
	Roles and responsibilities Row 5: 
	Roles and responsibilities Row 6: 
	Roles and responsibilities Row 7: Amy to coordinate Governing Council to approve
	Roles and responsibilities Row 8: 
	Roles and responsibilities Row 9: 
	Key steps row 8: Consult staff
	NQS links 1: 
	NQS links2: 
	NQS links 3: 
	NQS links 4: 
	Timeline 2: 
	Timeline 3: 
	Timeline 4: 
	Roles and responsibilities 1: 
	Roles and responsibilities 2: 
	Roles and responsibilities 3: 
	Roles and responsibilities 4: 
	Resources 1: 
	Resources 2: 
	Resources 3: 
	Resources 4: 
	Goal 1: Actions 1: Continue to use playspaces as a key vehicle for developing shared numeracy language and use of floorbooks. 
	Goal 1: Actions 2b: Provide professional development to all educators to develop educators' numeracy knowledge and understanding to be able to share this with children in a way that is consistent across the team. 
	Goal 1: Actions 3c: Dara collection to monitor the development of both the children's numeracy vocabulary and understanding. 
	Goal 1: Actions 4d: Numeracy concepts and play opportunities documented in floorbooks with photos to ensure children are active participants in their numeracy assessment. 
	NQS links a: 4.1.15.2.11.3.1
	NQS links b: 7.2.34.2.2
	NQS links c: 1.3.2
	NQS links d: 1.3.11.2.3
	Timeline a: Across the year 
	Timeline b: Term 1 2022
	Timeline c: Term 1 2022 for base line data.Term 3 2022 for post-action plan data. 
	Timeline d: Across the year consistently from Term 2
	Roles and responsibilities a: All educators to document child voice in the floorbooksAll educators to have a consistent playspace
	Roles and responsibilities b: Director responsible for coordinating training.Educators responsible for attending training. 
	Roles and responsibilities c: Each care group to collect dataData collection process to be collaboratively designed with teachers
	Roles and responsibilities d: All educators will support children to document and articulate their numeracy learning in the floorbook as a form of assessment.
	Resources a: 
	Resources b: Access to training
	Resources c: PQIP meetingsClosure day opportunities to unpack data
	Resources d: FloorbooksCameras
	Statement of Philosophy: We believe:Each child is unique, has great potential, is competent, capable and an active participant in the organisation of their identity, ability and sense of autonomy We believe:In a partnership approach where families are considered every child's first educator and the diversity of each family including culture, family structure, lifestyle, language, beliefs and kinship systems is valued. We believe:In building community capacity to enhance health and wellbeing outcomes for children and families We believe:In collaborative partnerships with colleagues to generate a centre culture of continual reflection and renewal of high quality practices in care, learning, health, community and social services We believe:Curriculum development is a continually evolving reflective process based on current research and the voices of children and families in our community.
	Challenge of practice Success criteria 2: 


